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Introduction

Welcome to CS157, Design and Analysis of Algorithms.

CS157 is a core course in the theory pathway of the Computer Science degree requirements. It also counts as a WRIT class for the university writing requirement.

Prerequisites

In order to take CS157, you should have taken (CS16 or CS18 or CS19) and (CS22 or CS145) or their equivalents. If you are a graduate student or a non-CS concentrator, these prerequisites are intended to cover three things: a semester of programming (in any language); a semester of very basic exposure to algorithmic concepts (for example, Dijkstra’s algorithm, sorting algorithms, binary search trees, hashing, and big-O notation); and a semester that introduces proofs in a computer science or discrete math context (for example, proof by induction).

This course will emphasize both theoretical and practical aspects of algorithms. For the theoretical side, we require “mathematical maturity,” which means either previous exposure to fundamentals like matrices and complex numbers, or a willingness to get caught up quickly. In addition, we will enforce a rigorous and formal proof style throughout the course to help us gain deeper insight into algorithms. For the practical side, demos and examples will usually be done with Matlab, as will some homework assignments. Matlab is easy to learn if you have a programming background.

Grading

The overall course grade is made up of the following components:

- Homework (∼10 assignments) 42%
- Clicker participation 3%
- “Team Contest” and Oral Presentation 5% each
- Midterm 15%
- Final 30%

Exams will be curved before contributions to final grades are calculated. When curving exams, we will keep in mind that students in the 1-credit track have had less practice and curve them accordingly. Similarly, when looking at homework grades, we will bear in mind that the full track students have more problems to do and therefore may have less time to spend per problem.

(The course will make use of i>clickers to provide an opportunity for students to more easily interact and provide feedback in a large class. Answers will not be graded for correctness, though they will be tracked for each student. A Google form will be sent out early in the class for students to register their i>clicker numbers.)

Time Requirements:

The 10 homework assignments each take between 8-20 hours (including recommended readings), with 15 hours per assignment being typical (∼150 hours total). In addition, the four weeks of the semester without homework include four additional graded activities, a “team contest”, a midterm, an oral presentation, and the final exam; on average, each of these will take 5-10 hours to prepare.
for (∼30 hours total). Class meets for 3 hours per week for 14 weeks (42 hours total).

Learning Goals

The primary goals of this course are to 1) acquire tools to design effective algorithms, and 2) learn to communicate effectively about these sophisticated concepts.

This course surveys the most useful patterns and principles of algorithm design, including: dynamic programming, divide and conquer algorithm design, Fourier transforms, competitive analysis and online algorithms, data structures including techniques for hashing and self-balancing binary search trees, information compression, greedy algorithms, NP hardness, optimization techniques including convex optimization and local search, linear programming and duality, maximum matching and max-flow and related graph algorithms, and a discussion of algorithms in the context of real systems including massively parallel GPU computing.

In the context of the particular material above, students will build a toolset that applies to a broad array of real world problems. In addition, the course develops mathematical sophistication: students will gain the analytical skills to approach new concepts from algorithms and related fields on their own.

Clear thinking and clear communication go hand in hand. This class aims to teach students how to clearly and concisely communicate their thoughts in a collaborative environment, which enables discussions of the sophisticated material. Improved communication includes speaking, writing, and—crucially—listening. Effective communication for the field of algorithms spans from compellingly conveying delicate intuition, to translating this intuition into precise and convincing mathematical arguments.

Goals in Context:

Each homework introduces new algorithmic tools, which students explore and master in the context of a developing body of algorithmic knowledge. Homeworks consist of challenging problems, solved in a collaborative group-work environment, guided by a course staff trained to emphasize clear communication. Homework solutions must convey both intuition and formal reasoning, with detailed and separate TA feedback about these two components of the writeup. All homeworks are solved and written with a partner, providing an opportunity to explore and practice new communication styles.

The “team contest” involves solving ∼20 problems in a group of 4-5 and then participating as each of ∼20 students from several teams presents the solutions to each other and to course staff. The team contest occurs early in the course to rapidly expose students to many different styles of effective communication. Students practice speaking, listening, and providing constructive feedback in the context of solving a wide range of problems in medium-sized groups. In the team contest event itself, students see 20 different effective communication strategies of their peers, along with live interactive feedback and guidance from the course staff. The oral presentation towards the end of the term is a more focused instance of these principles.
Assignments

There will be roughly one assignment due each week in this class. All assignments (unless otherwise stated) will be done in pairs. For all assignments, you and your partner must be in the same track. For homeworks 1 through 5 you must use a different partner each time. For the remaining homeworks you may use partners you have used before. Each pair will turn in a single handin.

Working in pairs will give you an opportunity to improve your thinking, communication, and writing skills. If something you write requires a verbal explanation for your partner to understand it, consider this a valuable sign that this explanation should be included in your writeup. In particular, you are responsible for everything you and your partner submit. It is an academic code violation to sign your name to something that is not yours. Further, however, the material covered on the homework will help prepare you for the exam, so aim for mastery of all of it.

All written assignments must be typed with \LaTeX, although you may draw diagrams by hand. Assignments must be handed in to the CS157 handin bin located on the second floor between the Fishbowl and the lockers. Each problem should be handed in separately, with your Banner IDs and track at the top. Any programs we ask you to write will be handed in electronically using the CS157 handin script, cs157_handin.

All homeworks will go out on Friday after class. Most assignments (except homework 0) will have three different due dates: early, on-time, and late. The early deadline will fall on Tuesdays at 6:00 PM. If you turn it in before the early deadline, you will get 5% extra credit. The second deadline is on-time, and it will fall on Fridays at 6:00 PM. The third deadline is late, and it will fall on Sundays at 6:00 PM. A late assignment will result in a 20% deduction. Feel free to turn in different problems at different deadlines, but you must turn in every part of a problem at the same deadline. This holds true even for problems with multiple parts. Sometimes we will ask you to write a program and then, in words, answer some questions about that program. These should be handed in by the same deadline, even though one part is an electronic handin and the other is a paper handin. If you turn in two parts of the same problem at different deadlines, we will grade both parts on the later of the two deadlines.

Because of the fast pace of the class, exceptions/extensions will be granted only in exceptional/exten-sional circumstances by the professor or head TAs, and must be requested at least 24 hours in advance.

Corrections to the inevitable errors will be posted on Piazza. You are responsible for all information posted on Piazza or sent to the listserv. If you have the course in your cart in Courses@Brown, you will be added to the listserv at the beginning of the semester. If you are not on the listserv, please email cs1570headtas@lists.brown.edu and we will add you.

Password protected solutions for homeworks and problem sets will be posted on the course web page (we will tell you the passwords!).

The midterm will be on Thursday, October 18 at 6 – 9PM.

The final (as listed on Banner) will be on Friday, December 14, 2017 at 2PM – 5PM.
Standards for Written Work

One of the goals of this course, and indeed a computer science education in general, is to train you to write to a professional standard. This means that, unless we explicitly say otherwise, you should justify every answer you turn in, via a proof—of runtime, or correctness, depending on the problem. More generally, you should aim to produce written work which would you could imagine fitting in a computer science journal. Specifically, what you hand in should have a clear order of presentation, with each sentence/algorithm/equation/diagram clearly fitting into a logical whole. Try reading your homework aloud to yourself before you turn it in: if this is impossible, or awkward, then you probably need to organize it differently. As you get better at this, your writeups will become shorter and clearer.

Grading is done by course staff (including undergraduate TAs) under supervision of the professor. We encourage you to discuss homework writeups (past and future) with course staff; bring past homeworks to the TA who graded it, or to more senior course staff—the head TAs and professor.

Oral Presentation and “Team Contest”

Instead of homeworks on two weeks we will have interactive events. Late in the course (the week of November 4), will be an oral presentation, where instead of turning in a written homework, you will solve the problems (individually or in a group) and then you, individually, will sign up for a 10 minute time where the course staff will ask you to explain one or more of your solutions. As a warm up for this, early in the course (week of September 23) we will have a “team contest,” a fun event where you will compete on teams to present solutions to a variety of problems under a time limit. These activities are designed to help you build confidence in your ability to clearly present algorithmic concepts, and will complement the written homeworks. The TAs would love to help you improve your presentation skills (written and oral). Come to TA collaboration hours.

Piazza Discussion Forums

This semester we will be using a Piazza Discussion Forum. This will provide a place for you to ask quick clarification questions. Piazza should not be used for longer questions or for help on the homework; for these, please come to collaboration hours. You should initially mark your posts as private.

Full vs. 1-credit Tracks

For the first time, CS 157 will offer an option to get 1 credit course for doing a subset of each problem set, or 1.5 credits for completing each problem set in its entirety. The 1-credit track is intended for students who are interested in learning about algorithmic design but are unable to commit to the course’s intensive workload. The full track will be virtually unchanged from prior years’ 157 offerings.
Assignments

Students on the 1-credit track will be assigned fewer problems than their full track counterparts, but they are still expected to produce similarly high quality work. On each homework assignment, a subset of the problems will be assigned to the 1-credit track students, which are intended to take approximately 60% of the time required to complete the full assignment.

Both tracks feature the same emphasis on collaboration. Homeworks still must be completed in pairs, and collaboration hours remain a useful resource for students on either track. Students will be matched with a partner from the same track when they request random partners for a homework assignment.

All students will complete the same team contest, oral presentation, midterm, and final.

Grading

When curving the midterm and final, we will bear in mind that the 1-credit track students will have seen fewer problems and thus will have had less practice. Similarly, when curving homework grades, we will consider the fact that full track students had to complete more problems and therefore may have had less time to devote to each problem.

Frequently Asked Questions

Why should I take the full track as opposed to the 1-credit track?

The full track is equivalent to the graded track last year, or to CS157 in any prior year. So in essence, you are getting 1.5 credits when previous students only got 1! But more importantly, the vast majority of the learning in algos comes from the problem sets and getting experience working with the material. The enhanced understanding from the extra practice will help you over the long run and will in fact save you time, both in future classes and in your career.

When do I have to decide to join the full track?

We recommend that all students begin the year in the full track, since the drop deadline is far more generous than the add deadline. The last day to add a course without a fee is Thursday, September 20th. The last day to add a course (with a fee) is Tuesday, October 2nd.

Contacting the Course Staff

When e-mailing the course staff, please follow these guidelines.

- Do not e-mail individual TAs unless you have a question specific to their grading.

- If you find that the handin scripts are not working, please e-mail cs1570tas@lists.brown.edu.
  To aid us in responding to you quickly,
  - Make sure your subject is a clear, accurate description of the content of your e-mail.
  - Keep your e-mails short. If your e-mail is long (say, more than one screen long), your question is better suited for Collaboration Hours; you should ask your question there.
• Clarification questions about the homework should be posted on Piazza.

• Questions or comments about course policies, or more confidential questions should be sent to cs1570headtas@lists.brown.edu.

• Requests for an extension should be sent to the head TA list at least 24 hours before the due date.

• Questions about final grades should be sent to the professor pvaliant@cs.brown.edu.

Your peers or office collaboration hours are usually the best way to get an answer to your question.